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Today Quantum Computers have a wide range of applications, one of the
prominent is quantum simulation. Simulations are used for many industrial and
research purposes. Here we understand how can we simulate three atoms
heisenberg model interaction on three qubits using real NISQ(Noisy
Intermediate-Scale Quantum Computing) device ‘ibmq_jakarta’ first we perform
simulation by classical method after that we will go on quantum approach,for 3
qubit simulation its represented by 8×8 matrix. This is because there are 2³ = 8
states in the N =3(N represents number of qubits used) system, if the simulation were
50 particles(N=50) then it would be approx 10¹⁵×10¹⁵! Well beyond the capacity of
today's classical computers, but for quantum computers this task will require only 15
qubits.
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1. Introduction

Quantum computers will be widely used to simulate quantum systems such as molecules and
manufactured materials. However, running a quantum simulation on a current quantum computer is
difficult and error-prone.Our objective is to improve state fidelity and (state of the art) for quantum
simulation.The well-established classical laws of physics fail to give an accurate picture of reality, as
it is now accepted and understood, when we trying to accurately describe the dynamical behavior of
physical systems made up of several interacting fundamental constituents, and from these explain
the complexity of natural aggregates using a right approach. In reality, quantum mechanics is likely
the most extensive and successful theory currently available for describing the dynamics of our
universe's fundamental constituents.

A quantum spin-1/2 model, in which each qubit represents a quantum spin-1/2 particle in a 1D chain,
is the quantum system you'll simulate. Quantum spin models have a lot of interesting characteristics
and applications. Certain optimization problems can be transferred to spin models and thus
minimized on a quantum computer in terms of computation. Spin models exhibit a wide range of
quantum phenomena, including huge entangled states, quantum phases of matter, quantum
many-body effects, and many other unsolved physics problems.

There are various spin models, but here we only focus on the 'XXX' Heisenberg spin model. Though
it is not as well known as the transverse-field Ising model, the 'XXX' Heisenberg model is of practical
and theoretical interest. It can also be difficult to simulate.

2. Time Evolving Hamiltonian- Classical Simulation

(1)
Writing the hamiltonian for N qubit circuit:

(2)
For N=3,

(3)

Time evolving schrodinger equation(h is planck constant):

(4)
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For ideal conditions we take h=1.We know that the Hamiltonian does not change in time, so the
solution to the Schrödinger equation is an exponential of the Hamiltonian operator.

(5)

(6)

(7)

After defining our evolution hamiltonian we have to set a time period and initial state for evolution of
the model here we simulate for a π time period and initial state is |110>.

Fig. 1 Fig.2

● We clearly see that simulation is unitary for time period pi & for any initial quantum
state(Fig.1 and Fig.2).

3. Time Evolving Hamiltonian- Quantum Simulation

For a time evolving circuit for Heisenberg model simulation, First we have to define a sub-circuit
composed of two qubits. After that we will combine two qubit circuits in the first and second fold of
three qubit main circuit using the append method(first fold: qubits 0&1, second fold: qubits 1&2),
the main circuit represents one trotter step..
We have to use trotterization(suzuki-trotter method) for accurate simulation. The number of trotter
steps we increase the simulation becomes more precise to the actual one.
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Trotterization is the way we divide an equal time period for each trotter step that we take(example:
time = , trotter steps=4 then each trotter gate has time /4 to evolve). As the time period of
simulation increases we have to also increase trotter steps for getting accurate results and final state
fidelity.
The only restriction is that we are working on Near state devices(Noisy Quantum computers) we
can’t use many trotter steps; this will also increase circuit depth and our final state fidelity will
drastically decrease as compared to less number of trotter steps for the same gate. CNOT gate is
the most error prone gate so our main focus is to decrease it as much as possible.

Since the pauli operators do not commute with each other, the exponential cannot be split into

a product of simpler exponentials. However, we can approximate as a product of simpler
exponentials through Trotterization. Consider a subsystem of 2 spin-1/2 particles within the larger 3 spin

system. The Hamiltonian on spins (i,j∈{0,1,2}) would be Rewritten eq.(2), in terms of the two
possible subsystems within the total (N=3) system you will simulate.

(8)

and do not commute, so eq.(8).

But, this product decomposition can be approximated with Trotterization which says is

approximately a short evolution of {time=t/n, n is the number of trotter steps repeated n times}

and followed by a short evolution of {time=t/n}.

(9)

n is the number of Trotter steps, and as n increases, the approximation becomes more
accurate.(Note that how a unitary is split up into subsystems for Trotterization is not necessarily
unique.) The decomposition goes further. Within each 2 spin subsystems, the Pauli operator pairs

, and commute.This means we can decompose the exponential of a

subsystem Hamiltonian into a product of even simpler exponentials getting us closer to a

gate implementation of .
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(10)

(11)

For simplicity, and to use more common notation, let's rename the products with

now we have to rewrite the
Trotterized form of .

(12)

Universal way to define qubit rotation:

XX( ) =

=

=
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YY( ) =

=

=

ZZ( )  =

=

=

4. Sub-circuits & Trotter gate for single fold

Fig.3 (single fold circuit with 6 cnots )
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Fig.4 (One trotter circuit with 12 cnots)

There are 6 cnots gates in one fold(Fig.3) so total 12 cnots gates are required for one trotter
step(shown in fig.4) just for sake if we take 10 trotter steps than total 120 cnots gates are required
this will create too much noise that we can’t get fidelity more than ~40%, so either we have to
optimize our circuit to reduce total numbers of cnots gates required or to use Quantum Error
Correction methods for mitigating noise.

Except ZNE & CDR(Zero noise extrapolation and Clifford data regression), there is no QEC method
that can improve our state fidelity for such a low value also ZNE and CDR is not a perfect way to
mitigate noise it's just prediction for condition of ideal Quantum Computers with zero noise and
decoherence.So here we will decrease cnots gate for final circuit and use simple readout error
mitigation technique.

Simulation by pulse level calibration

Fig.5
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Pulse efficient circuit(Fig.5) by the Cartans decomposition.
(Fig.5), where the scaled RZX gates do not have an echo. We replaced RZ (nπ/2)√ XRZ (mπ/2) with
Un,m and U1,α = RZ (π/2)√ XRZ (α) to reduce the notation and time for execution. After decomposing
the circuit to RZX calibration we will use RZX calibration builder with no echo this will pretty decrease
the total circuit scheduled time period for better simulation.

5. Circuit modification reducing cnots gates for efficient circuit

Since the evolution operator is a unitary matrix, there is a quantum circuit that can perform this
operation effectively on a quantum computer for a defined set of parameters. We'll find the quantum
circuit for two spins first, then scale it up to N spins in one dimension via nearest neighbor
interactions. Each spin can be mapped to a qubit, and the development of the spin system can be
mapped to a quantum circuit.

(13)

In eq.(13), and .

(14)

This optimized circuit has 3 cnots in one fold and total 6 cnots for one trotter step, half the
numbers of cnot required as compared to original circuit, that’s not enough further we can
optimize our circuit to constant depth for independent numbers of trotter step.
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● Using Yang Baxter equivalence method we can fold any number of trotter circuits to
constant depth without changing its mechanism of hamiltonian.

● We will use para_optimizer functions to work as Adam optimizer, feeding
parameters and it will  return updated parameters for the defined circuit.

● Parametric shift rule gradient descent and how it updates parameters.
● {More about all these processes shown in source code!}

In Fig.6 circuit shown without any optimization and total n trotter steps,

Fig.6

If we fold gates using YBE(yang baxter equivalence) each fold gate with corresponding
position will overlap on each other without increasing the circuit basis gates dimension. The
only thing we have to update after every gate overlapping is to modify parametric gates
params.

In Fig.7 we have shown the order, how to change the position of gates for overlapping!

Fig.7
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In Fig.8 final compressed circuit with 6 cnot independent of trotter steps.

Fig.8

Final optimized circuit independent of trotter steps, which takes 6 parameters for Quantum
Simulation of the Heisenberg model(Fig.9).

Fig.9

6. Device calibration

(Fig.10, seven qubit ibmq_jakarta calibration state and qubits layout)
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It's always better to know the device on which we want to execute our quantum circuit here we have
used NISQ device ibmq_jakata(Fig.10), using original circuit without any optimization will give state
tomography fidelity approx ~40% for time period , for pulse optimized gate fidelity will came approx
~70%, but if we use our cnot gate optimized circuit with constant depth it will give us state fidelity
approx ~90% which we further improve by applying simple QEC method-Readout error mitigation
after that our final achieved state tomography fidelity will approx ~99%. More about process and
practical work is provided in source code.
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